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ECNBA NOTICE NO. 8 
 

VERIFICATION OF VOTER DATA FOR THE 2024 NIGERIAN BAR 
ASSOCIATION (NBA) GENERAL ELECTIONS 

 
In furtherance of preparations for the upcoming NBA 2024 elections, and 
pursuant to Parts IV, V & VI , 2nd Schedule of the NBA Constitution, the 
ECNBA requests all members to proceed to verify their personal details and data 
on the Voter Database. This verification is crucial to ensure the accuracy and 
integrity of our voter database of members and to facilitate a smooth and 
transparent election. Please promptly proceed as follows: 
 

i. To verify your details on the Voter list, kindly click on the link below 
and follow the prompts to verify and update your information where 
necessary. Please go to www.ecnba.org/prel.vot.list.search.php 

ii. You may also visit www.ecnba.org and click on “Voters List”. To 
search for your name insert your SCN number starting with the letters 
SCN....(no spacing) and click the submit button.  

iii. Members are encouraged to confirm that their phone numbers and 
email addresses on the database of voters are correct, as 
authentication tokens for voting will be sent to either/both of them for 
participation in the upcoming election. 

iv. Members with landline phone numbers on the  voter database should 
update them with their GSM Phone numbers. 

v. Members should confirm and ensure that their phone numbers are 
correctly integrated with their corresponding country phone code. 
(E.g for Nigeria, a line that is 08030000000 should be recorded as 
+2348030000000 and not +23408030000000) 

vi. If you observe any aspect of your details requiring correction, please 
click the green banner indicator and fill the form with your correct 
entry, and submit for due capture. 

vii. This verification shall run from today 28th May 2024 till 3rd June 2024. 
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Failure to verify your data may result in your inability to participate in the 
upcoming elections. 
 
While appreciating the prompt action and cooperation of members on this, 
should you encounter any issues during the verification process, please contact 
the ECNBA support team at info@ecnba.org 
 
Thank you for your attention and cooperation. 
 
 
              Dated this 28th day of May 2024. 
 

                                                                               

OLUSEUN ABIMBOLA SAN         HUWAILA MUHAMMAD IBRAHIM 
Chairman                                                                Secretary 
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